OLD TOOLS > NEW
MASTERS ≠ NEW FUTURES

CONTACT YOUNG
COMPANY

Contact Young Company
and Young Identity are set

Contact Young Company

to takeover Manchester Art

(CYC) is Contact’s

Gallery to explore what it

renowned, Manchester

means to decolonise public
culture.

Developing an alternative
tour, they invite audiences
to think differently, ask
questions and dismantle
the gallery experience.

Theatre Award-winning
young ensemble. CYC is
made up of young
performers, actors, dancers,
musicians, stand-up
comedians, poets and MCs.
Each year, the company
creates brand new

What does a postcolonial

professional standard

future look like? Maybe it

shows in collaboration with

looks like Beyonce in the

major national and

Louvre or a Black Panther

international artists, such

out-take or maybe we can

as Forced Entertainment,

come up with something

Lies Pauwels, Stacey

even better…

Makishi and Slung Low.
Shows are premiered in
Manchester, and often then
tour nationally to leading
venues and festivals.

YOUNG IDENTITY
Young Identity (YI) is an
arts organisation and a
charity. YI delivers dynamic
poetry and spoken word
workshops for young
people; we work in
partnership with Contact,
HOME and Manchester
Library Services. Young
Identity’s voice cuts
through the noise. We are
unique, different and stand
out. We believe in the
transformative power of the
arts in young peoples’
lives. Our mission is
accessibility for all to the
arts, writing and
performance. A dynamic
and innovative
organisation, we nurture
the talent of tomorrow,
empowering disadvantaged
and under-represented
young people to fulfil their
artistic potential. Young
Identity has worked with
artists such as Lemn
Sissay, international
spoken word icon Saul
Williams, Linton Kwesi
Johnson, Kate Tempest and
the late Amiri Baraka.

MANCHESTER ART
GALLERY
Manchester Art Gallery is
the original useful
museum, initiated in 1823
by artists, as an
educational institution to
ensure that the city and all
its people grow with
creativity, imagination,
health and productivity.
The gallery is free and open
to all people as a place of
civic thinking and public
imagination, it promotes
art as a means to achieve
social change.
It has been at the centre of
city life for nearly 200 years,
created as the Royal
Manchester Institution for
the Promotion of Literature,
Science and the Arts and

has been proudly part of
Manchester City Council
since 1882.
The gallery is for and of the
people of Manchester.
Through its collections,
displays and public
programmes it works with
all our constituents to
ensure creativity, care and
consideration infect all
aspects of the way we live.

DIRECTOR’S NOTE
Professor Gloria Wekker
former head of the Gender
studies department at the
University of Utrecht, in her
book White Innocence writes,
“An unacknowledged
reservoir of knowledge and
affects based on four
hundred years of Dutch
imperial rule plays a vital
but unacknowledged part in
dominant meaning-making

process, including the
making of the self, taking
place in Dutch society…”
What the CYC X YI creation
Old Tools > New Masters ≠
New Futures asks us to do
is to imagine and push for
other meaning making
processes. To allow a
pluralist and inclusive
approach to creating
meaning in our collective
society. By taking over the
Manchester Art Gallery
(MAG), this piece wants to
question those who have
(and continue to)
dominated the meaning
making processes for far
too long. Namely
questioning how
predominantly cis straight
white men have created
their version of “white”
spaces to tell us about
ourselves. White is in
quotation to emphasize the
fact that white itself is not
homogenous. Thus, if white
is not homogenous then we
all need to understand the
stories we have been told
are often white lies.
Meaning womxn, queer

folks, those with
disabilities, living in
poverty, in summary
individuals living
intersectional lives have
often not been given a seat
at the meaning making
table. This a crucial and
detrimental byproduct of
empire building.
Fortunately, since the
modern era, born by the rise
of the Trans-Atlantic slave
trade and its own birth of
capitalism, those not given
a seat at the table have
found ways to resist, revolt
and re-imagine the
dominance and the
dominant discourse. This
piece is a continuation of
that taking of a seat at the
table. But a crucial note, is
that since January these
young people have been
acquiring new sharp critical
tools to better understand
their reality. It has often
been challenging for some
of the young participants
who have had to question
their whiteness due to
reading anti-colonial text,
others who have had to
question their own

masculinity (whatever that
has become) due to reading
queer intersectional
feminist text. Together, and
sometimes still with
differing standpoints the
young creators of CYC X YI
have put together an
exciting re-imagining of the
MAG spaces. This in order to
present to Mancunians a
revisioning of the stories
that they have told
themselves of who a
Mancunian is and positing
and extrapolating to the
future of what an
intersectional, anti-/postcolonial Mancunian can be
and what stories we will
create from now and into
the distant future. It has
been an intense creation
process, with devoted
young people who even
though they are studying
for high school or university
exams, working long hours
at their jobs, going through
familiar drama and working
through trauma of different
kinds, they have made the
sacrifice and shown a level
of persistence,
determination and

resilience that is to be
admired. It is with a lot of
pride and admiration that
this piece is being
presented. They have been
accompanied along this
journey by many, Reece
Williams who has helped
some find their words,
Ruby-Ann Patterson who
has followed them to new
creative spaces, Alison
Forde who has brightened
up their imagination and
created physical
representations of tools for
them to hold into the future
and Keisha Thompson who
helped to conceive of this
project and has given them
rails and ropes to hold on to
along the way. If one could
guess, their predecessors
like the great cultural
studies theorist Stuart Hall
and the lesbian, poet
feminist theorist Audre
Lorde would be very happy
to see this piece. Because
they are doing what Audre
Lorde encouraged Black
feminist in the 1970s to do,
“…If we restrict
ourselves only to the

use of those
dominant power
games which we
have been taught to
fear…then we risk
defining our work
simply as shifting
our own roles within
the same oppressive
power relationships,
rather than as
seeking to alter and
redefine the nature
of those
relationships. This
will result only in the
rise of yet another
oppressed group,
this time with us as
overseer…it is our
visions which
sustain us. They
point the way toward
a future made
possible by our
belief in
them…There is a
world in which we all
wish to live. That
world is not attained
lightly... If as Black
Feminists, we do not
begin talking,
thinking, feeling
ourselves for its

shape, we will
condemn ourselves
and our children to a
repetition of
corruption and
error.”
It is with this
reminder/meditation that
we enter into these spaces
together and hope for a
dawning of new eras and
more fuller queerer
meaning making.

description; powerfully soft
and drivingly delicate. Her
written work resists the
strict binaries and
dominant ideals of
traditional narrative forms.
Ruby-Ann is a true example
of a diverse creative force
who is living and breathing
her art with drive and
passion. She is creating an
untamed future full of
challenge, boundless
possibility and inspiring
collaborations.

CREATIVE TEAM

DIRECTOR

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR

TUNDE ADEFIOYE

RUBY-ANN PATTERSON

Adeshola Adetunde
Adefioye, or simply Tunde,
was born in Los Angeles
(CA) to a Nigerian father
and an African-American
mother. He grew up in part
in “The Bottoms” of
Inglewood. He earned a
degree in Women's Studies
(2003) at San Diego State
University and a postbachelor's degree in
Molecular Biology (2006) at
San Francisco State
University and a Master's
degree in Bioinformatics

Ruby-Ann is a
multidisciplinary artist
interested in the
connections between
sound, visual poetry,
critical theory, theatre and
performance in a space in
her own imaginary. Known
for her early achievements
in music supporting Soul
and Jazz legends - Gregory
Porter, Candi Staton and
the late Charles Bradley,
hers is a voice defying

(2007) Leeds University
(UK). He ended up in
Belgium for a PhD in
Chemoinformatics at the
KULeuven.
Besides Women Studies
and the sciences Tunde has
another passion: poetry,
spoken word and slam.
In Leuven he founded a
poetry group with some
local and international
students, with the aim of
involving young people who
have difficulty accessing
literature and culture.

snippets. Drawing on
imagery sourced from high
art to the subcultural, she
produces misleading twists
on reality, with a pinch of
mischief and dark humour.
Alison is also one third of
the artists' collective
Yiiikes! Making vibrant
multi-dimensional art that
incorporates sculpture,
paint and performance,
aiming to engage and
entertain the viewer with
escapism into a parallel
universe.
POETRY FACILITATOR

DESIGNER

REECE WILLIAMS

ALISON ERIKA FORDE

Reece Williams is a
graduate with a 2:1 BA
(Hons) in Music, Theatre
and Entertainment
Management at the
Liverpool Institute for
Performing Arts (LIPA). His
main areas of interest are
literature and theatre and
he has a broad
understanding of law,
finance and project
administration. He has
extensive experience as a
writer, performer and

Alison Erika Forde paints all
sorts of anxiety stricken
characters, often awaiting
impending peril in their
playful scenarios. She
creates her daydreaminspired paintings on an
eclectic mix of objects. By
re-using old, unwanted
items including massproduced second-hand
prints, bric-a-brac and
household wood, Alison
transforms these
undesirables with her
imagined story-book

project administrator,
having joined Manchesterbased poetry collective
Young Identity in 2007 and
becoming the Project
Administrator in 2008-a
role which he currently
occupies. Reece is
passionate about youth
engagement, cultural policy
and race relations in
addition to peer mentoring
and the advocacy of active
citizenship through the
arts. He is a Trustee at
Contact (The Manchester
Young Peoples’ Theatre
Trust), an organisation
dedicated to the
engagement of young
people through the arts,
serving on the Artistic
Evaluation Group.
STAGE MANAGER /
TECHNICIAN (CONTACT)
LYNSEY AKEHURST
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SPECIAL THANKS TO:
JAMES MOSS & STEVE
SLACK (PORTICO LIBRARY),
CHUKWUDI ONWUDIWE
(CHUCK GALLERY), CILLA
BAYNES, LINDA BROGEN
AND THE RENO 12, the cast
of COLLECTIVA, ERINMA
OCHU, ROB DRUMMOND
(MMU), AMY LAWRENCE,
ROMA HAVERS, SHIRLEY
MAY, JACKIE HAGAN,
BONNIE SCHWARZ, LIZZY
TAIT AND CAITLIN GLEESON

POEMS FROM CONTACT
YOUNG COMPANY AND
YOUNG IDENTITY

EVIE - UNTITLED #3
Once you’ve found the truth
hammer it home
write it down in history
books
punctuate the space
between words with blows
to mark every question
scarce
squash it
quash it
answer only with an
objective perspective
and there’s your proof
on the page
hammered out in black and
white.

CHAYO - HAMMERS &
HANDS
Ive often thought about how
the Nail feels
as it is forced into a plank
of wood or a wall
by repeatedly being beat
into submission
by a Hammer. does it want
to be there?
I guess that’s not really a
factor to the Hand
or what the Hand continues
on to be.
chiiing! the sound when the
Hammer hits the
Nail’s head could be a plea
for help or a cry
of suffering. but to the
Hand, the Nail needs
to be there for one reason or
another & there
-fore it will use the
necessary strength to get
it where it is wanted to be.
the Nail - once in
the plank or wall, has few
options: to wait for
itself to rust into dust & fall
out of the hole
to wait for whatever it has
been hammered into
to crumble due to weather
or age or to wait for
another Hand to break the
wall (after which the

Nail will likely be lost in the
rubble or discarded
as scrap metal or unusable
material). If a Nail
rebels and sticks out potentially harmful to a
Hand, it is crushed with a
Trotzky-hammer blow
flattened & replaced.
(interesting. a hole made by
a Nail leaves a shape
resembling mine)
a hammer-blow is not
always blatantly violent.
often more subtle. (a
Hammer can be a lack of
education, employment
options, exit, devaluing
self-image or simply at gun
& whip-point) maybe
those who submit are
Screws. have a smoother
journey. puppeteered
instead of battled against
I propose this: we are
taught that we are helpless
inside their dreams we will
never reach the status
of master. we will settle in
houses (which they
seem to think are theirs)
what happens when a
Nail realises it has been
tricked ? drag itself out of
a holes? then rebuild.

RAFIQ - IDENTITY
I am who I am
I am who I was
I am who I always will be
more than a label
I am a human being
I am your equal
I am your friend & family
these are ideals
I wish to be true
I am a silent soul
Introspective sailing solo
unreflected individual
Infinite room for growth
I am drawn to the unknown
I am searching for salvation
as human suffering
benefits
the corporations.
dehumanization
of people. Unequal.
I discern what is right &
focus on
Important things in life. free
my
mind
I was taught that
disregarding
monetary gain does not
mean
that you are no longer sane.
Yet you may not feel the
same.

TOM - WHEN I CAN’T SPEAK
I choked
walked through a smokefilled room deafened
mouths open; I gaped down
dark glottal holes
I’m sucked
down a narrow tube pipe.
dragged like a cigarette
shot like smoke through a
raw red straw suction cup
compressed to broccoli like
alveoli. spat out like a fagbutt
infused pint. chameleon
into this dimly lit room to
sit, to talk
to connect with another
I watch
observe; an outsider. how
can I connect when I can’t
speak
the language? who draws
our maps? large piece of
paper on
polished oak. room sways.
glass cabinets tinker.
chimes hung
on bamboo string. we
crushed leaves. snapped
twigs. morning
dew glistening on our boots.
one man tripped & the
lilies of the
valley sang; a chorus of
alarms rippling through to
alien cries

reports written.
documentation. we
legitimise the taking of
freedom
I once
thought bells meant
liberation. pencil point
marks
your name on a map
spelling it incorrectly. lead
ruler & paper. residue.
black & white lines define
you.
KAT - DECOLONISATION
there’s a derelict dream
you’re smoking on your
denial. choking. trying
to find a piece of mind
in a brain decorated in
depression. so you hold
your breath detrimental
deport this dream like
they were deported...
watered down history
education a fountain
of destruction. it feels
like you’re drowning?
decompose all this
devotion. devolution.
dissect each piece until
there’s nothing left
a museum of wind
talk of sunny days in

jungles. pots of gold
as if they weren’t used
to burn numbers into
skin. speak of blue skies
as you cannot imagine
thunder or dream in
waterfalls. Magnifying
glasses and static
extract everything then
place it on a rainbow
SAM - UNTITLED #1
dependent on a system
that strips you of your
freedom. delighted by
images that keep history
repeating. deluded are
those that believe skin
has nothing to do with it.
defiance is disrespectful
So renounce dependence
be liberated by rejection
you can be delighted by
a crossroad. it is up to
you to decide.
MILLIE - UNTILTED #1
under under under
strained under
stretched under
red ripple like
under lonely targets
an unknown number
dust & sun
a little under

in landscape
light blue ripple
under red flag gun
an unknown number
lamp like sun under
a little courtesy
MILLIE - UNTITLED #5
Every morning a charcoal
brush combs my hair.
teasing out my knots with
black bristles
it is routine. arbitrary.
standard-issue. shipped to
me in a cargo boat from a
land given no name. hair is
brushed for life. for love
affairs. final goodbyes. for
the all-important interview.
every morning. every
morning. every morning I
don't think. I don't think
because thinking is hard.
out of my means. I'm not
interested. thinking is
political & politics really
isn't my thing. I don't think
about why I don't think.
SUMNIMA - HOW CAN I
deviate from my new found
destiny
detoxify my blind eye &
detail this
one track mind deliver me
from this

definition given to me by
devilish kind
dear God can I now pray to
you?
allowed to enjoy your
delicious fruits.
I can repent for the desolate
state of
my people or maybe I’m not
here for
all your demands. that’s life
as we
know it in buckets defecation
don't forget to bring the
toilet paper
defiance against elders who
seek
and place their hopes and
dreams
on me. have I become the
very thing
I despise? devoid
completely of love
for my people. instead my
mind then
delivers this devilish
thought
“degenerates”.
SUMNIMA - POINTY END
I run with scissors.
We're not cut of the same
cloth.
Don't use the same pair to
cut fabric and paper.
It will only dull the blade.

ESTHER - UNTITLED #3
My DNA sits
uncomfortably
in my body
it regrets the
decisions made
by my skin
death is an
exclusive party
with a dress code
and an RSVP
LAUREN - OLD TOOLS IN
NEW HANDS
They don’t understand
the grip or grooves just yet.
Stained wood darkens
where strength met sweat.
These new hands are
unspoiled
soft like the trace of
someone you love.
Soon to be coiled around
tools
that have had a longer life
than you.
Passed from fathers to sons
splintered in the hope of
building something new.

BELLA - UNTITLED #2

The Holy Grail

I always knew what I was
toes touching tightrope
excited by fear; when did
this friction start to bother
me? typical - perhaps we
only know the paradox of

Democratise
The English Empire

TOM - HANGING
Pillow head, sound
sleeping;
There’s a scarecrow in your
garden.
Pillow to the cold side;
It’s flesh pale, bruised neck
limp hanging.
Shuffle sheets finally rest;
Rope still skin-tight.
Two men now sound asleep;
How does one sleep at
night?

Derail
The Status Quo

LAUREN - DANCE TO THE
RACE
Step in time to the beat
know that years of
mistakes
eventually got us to this
place.
A place which is better
but nowhere near complete.

LAUREN - TRADITION
It’s claimed to be a joyous
time
but tradition brings
sharpened
tongues to silence,

MILLIE - UNTITLED #4
“Some animals are more equal
than others”
Desaturate
The Tate
Detest

Think of how we arrange
fresh greenery
to please the corpses of
beloved ones
armed with pruning shears
gathering
snipping and scurrying to
stillness.

KAT - CHAINSAW
circular
it’s not
quite
right
half
way
there
can’t
be in
like
this
bent
won’t
work
no use
for you
here
tool
stuck
straight
JAWARA - UNTITLED #6
called to dust
arms fall to rubble
in between the space
we missed echoes sung
our songs like vapour in
the wind we feel it but never
understand the reason for
silence
the touch of nothing like
heat waves
we quiver in secret minds
unravelled
like spinning cassette
tapes baffled we

pick up the mess shove it
back in and start
Again.

BELLA - HAIKU #1
White Man's Burden is
Serving On Shiny Silver
Rotting Luxuries
CHAYO - HAIKU #1
My hands are un-caloused
but my jawline is strong too much talking
BELLA - UNTITLED #2
I always knew what I was
toes touching tightrope
excited by fear; when did
this friction start to bother
me? typical - perhaps we
only know the paradox of
naivety - once we feel air
stillness isn't an option when
we spin this fast. quick
light footed steps send
shivers to our future selves
graves grow between our toes
always loving more than loved
until we are dust eternal
eulogies.

JACK - PICK UP THE TOOLS

don’t know

Closed book encyclopaedia
antique paragraphs thick
black ink on a pinhole lens
seized repackaged egos
butcher-shop nationalism,
massacres under the grass.

Hidden in our lives are the
stories left untold
memories we have faded
away

This will not stand.

Time has passed but we
haven’t moved on
how far can we go

We are better now than we
ever were before
many of us rationalise
we are far flung from
the old amoebas we
can be a race of gods.

Who is even putting the
effort in anymore
an untold past

One beautiful machine
people.

About a future of new
masters with the old tools
to preserve the culture

Changing minds is not the
same as changing
directions
we might choose the right
tools
have a go at remodelling
but
when we are finished
we’ll need a new master.
KELSIE - UNTITLED #1
It’s the chances we take
and choices we make
that makes us who we are
We seek for the answers to
the questions we

An unpredictable future
I speculate

SUMNIMA - BABE
Before I spoke this
language I was warm.
surrounded in complete
darkness. hearing the
tongue click and sing. my
name sounded sweet yet
alien. I felt a push. a hug or
something like it? this
language of love is lost on

me now. I hope it comes
back to me.

bird sat on a built wall
deciding not to fight.

BELLA - DE

JONNY - UNTITLED #1

desolate dreams stand
alone together
in this world of deviation.

A parade of flesh
Worn away by the heat of a
hundred human eyes
Over a century of untold
death

You forget.
JAWARA - UNTITLED #5
drowned in dark absent in
sound
I lay here not asking for
anything
cause I don't understand
why I'm here
memories are thoughts in a
shoebox
I never wanted to be
different so I purged
in into a book - interesting
or pathetic riddles
alien of aliens stranger
than stranger men
fables of failing like dust on
a forgotten future
SAM - UNTITLED #2
extreme suffering
don’t proselytise me
whilst sleeping on
defensive privilege
don’t want to be
enlightened. a song

In these walls we stamp our
lack of virtue
And Strength of grip
Our dominion
Our simmering fish tank
Our inferno of oil
Ruptured limb
A splintered hymn
The original sin
Repeated over and over
again
Tongue stuck to the roof of
the mouth
In frozen eternal anguish
Clouds of blood diluted by
squinting souls
Eyes solemn and staring
Lobotomists never have any
accountability
When the brain is too grey

Too meaty
Too sinewy
And void of divine
arrogance

CAST LIST
(ALPHABETICALLY)

Tendrils invisible
Weapons disarmed
Fossilised subservience
The presence of a
grumbling snout
May have predisposed
them to our unearthly
malevolence

CHAYO

Yet we came with white
smiles
With education
With religion
With "civilisation"

LAUREN

BELLA

EVIE
JACK
JAWARA
KELSIE

OWEN
SAF
SAM

And now we write their
obituary.

SUMNIMA
YORSA

SPECIAL THANKS TO:
KAT
MILLIE
CONTACT YOUNG
COMPANY

